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Ваш надійний помічник

Business Analyst
Харків,
Компанія: SRI Infotech
Рубрики: IT, WEB фахівці, Телекомунікація та зв'язок, Робота за
кордоном
Вимоги
Освіта:

повна вища

Досвід
роботи:

не
вимагається

Опис
вакансії
Job Summary:
The Business Analyst has a responsibility to collect and analyze customer requirements related to IT solutions, to handle
requirements change management, to work directly with the end customer, to prepare requirements requirements for developer
teams, to estimate the size of the projects. All project documentation and communication will be in English. Client: Atos Business &
Platform Solutions division employs around 800 people, over 600 of them working in Wroclaw and the number is constantly growing!
Wroclaw is one of two official centers of the world IT service delivery. Our specialists realize worldwide projects, services, and control
business operations of the global top business players inEurope.
Duties / Responsibilities:
Define configuration specifications and business analysis requirements Perform quality assurance Define reporting and alerting
requirementsOwn and develop relationship with partners, working with them to optimize and enhance our integration Help design,
document and maintain system processesReport on common sources of technical issues or questions and make recommendations
to the product team Communicate key insights and findings to product teamConstantly be on the lookout for ways to improve
monitoring, discover issues and deliver better value to the customer

Required Skills / Abilities:
Experience with business processes modeling Experience in user stories, use cases analysis.Experience in analyzing data to draw
business-relevant conclusions and in data visualization techniques and tools Strong soft and presentation skills Fluent English
Knowledge of German language would be an advantage Solid experience in SQL queries

Required Qualifications
Project proven experience with business analysis and engineering requirements General knowledge of Java EE technology to
communicate with developers' team General knowledge of UML and BPEL Great analytical, critical thinking and problem-solving
abilities.

A Good Relocation Package is offered to you once it is absolutely safe to travel.
Great analytical, critical thinking and problem-solving abilities.
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